
 

E-Learning Report Group 2 

 

To: LOOP Erasmus+ 

From: A’ Technical and Vocational School of Education and Training Lemesos (A’ TESEK 

Lemesos) 

Group 2 students: 

NAME:    CLASS: PRESENCE: 

Emilios Tzizis    - THNM1  - physical presence 

Christos Palazis   - THNM1  - physical presence 

Andreas Assiotis   - THNM1  - physical presence 

Demetris Psarros   - THNM1 - physical presence 

Andreas Eleutheriou  - THNM1 - physical presence 

Theodoros Tarfa   - THNM1 - physical presence 

Alexandros Christou  - THNM1 - physical presence 

Marianna Kazamia   - THEG1 - physical presence 

Georgiana Andreou   - THEG1 - physical presence 

Christiana Alexandrou  - THEG1 - physical presence 

Katerina Demosthenous  - THEG1 - physical presence 

Ema Ivanova    - THEG1 - physical presence 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

On the whole, this was a very nice experience and we learnt a lot on the subject of circular 

economy that we hadn’t known before. We now know what circular economy is or at least have a 



better idea about how it works. Because of this we were able to do some research and find several 

companies and organizations that actually put the idea into effect. This was done as our teachers 

had arranged for two seminars to be held where we were able to get to know two different experts 

that have managed to apply the principles of circular economy through their companies. 

 

We took a special interest in the waste minimization techniques that were presented through the 

videos. Recycling was a term that was well-known to us, but without realizing what it comes along 

with it. The idea of the four Rs was not widely known and it was an innovative idea for us. Another 

interesting point that intrigued us was the ‘wear and tear’ idea where we were presented with the 

idea of how our everyday clothes can be more sustainable and this is something that everyone of 

us can easily apply in our lives. Also, we did not know that you can store CO2 underground. This 

was a very impressive piece of information. 

 

 

The presentations were organized and very informative in general, but we think that the videos 

were a bit long; they could be shorter for us to be able to concentrate and it might have been 

better if they also came with subtitles as English is not our first language. This way we would be 

able to focus more on the different steps and explanations. After some time, the statistics were a 

bit hard to follow so maybe there could be less statistics used. Finally, we had some problems with 

the platform. At first we could only see one question and it was very slow but fortunately with the 

help of our teachers, we managed to overcome this problem and complete the e-learning process. 

 


